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While there is a substantial amount of work studying multilingual-
ism’s effect on cognitive functions, little is known about how the
multilingual experience modulates the brain as a whole. In this
study, we analyzed data of over 1,000 children from the Adoles-
cent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study to examine
whether monolinguals and multilinguals differ in executive func-
tion, functional brain connectivity, and brain–behavior associa-
tions. We observed significantly better performance from
multilingual children than monolinguals in working-memory tasks.
In one finding, we were able to classify multilinguals from mono-
linguals using only their whole-brain functional connectome at
rest and during an emotional n-back task. Compared to monolin-
guals, the multilingual group had different functional connectivity
mainly in the occipital lobe and subcortical areas during the emo-
tional n-back task and in the occipital lobe and prefrontal cortex at
rest. In contrast, we did not find any differences in behavioral per-
formance and functional connectivity when performing a stop-
signal task. As a second finding, we investigated the degree to
which behavior is reflected in the brain by implementing a
connectome-based behavior prediction approach. The multilingual
group showed a significant correlation between observed and
connectome-predicted individual working-memory performance
scores, while the monolingual group did not show any correla-
tions. Overall, our observations suggest that multilingualism
enhances executive function and reliably modulates the corre-
sponding brain functional connectome, distinguishing multilin-
guals frommonolinguals even at the developmental stage.

multilingualism j functional connectivity j fMRI j working memory j
children

Learning and managing more than two languages is never
easy, but the ability to use multiple languages is drawing

more and more attention, because it allows multilinguals to
understand different cultures and gives social and economic
benefits (1, 2). In addition to these benefits, using multiple lan-
guages has been suggested to enhance executive functions
(3–6), and the executive function advantages of multilinguals
can be explained by how our brain juggles multiple languages.
Whenever multilinguals engage in linguistic situations (i.e.,
when they are in a conversation with others or writing a letter),
their known languages activate simultaneously even though
they choose to use one language over others (7–9). Due to this
phenomenon, proper manipulation of cognitive functions, such
as focusing on the target language and suppressing other
languages at the same time, is crucial for successful communi-
cation, and constant usage of these functions lead to better cog-
nitive functioning.

Attention and working memory play a key role in learning
and are intimately related. Attention control, the ability to
focus on specific stimuli in the environment, is engaged in mul-
tilinguals’ language use due to the fact that multilinguals need

to select and maintain focus on the target language over the
other languages. Working-memory domain, the cognitive capac-
ity for holding information to process a given task that is gener-
ally involved in managing interference or conflict (10), is
another cognitive domain that utilizes language processing
of multilinguals. Multilinguals’ better attention-control and
working-memory capacities have been reported across different
age groups, including children (attention: refs. 11 and 12; work-
ing memory: refs. 13 and 14), young adults (attention: refs. 15
and 16; working memory: ref. 17), and elders (attention: refs.
18 and 19; working memory: ref. 17).

However, the multilinguals’ executive advantages, which
have been thought to be robust and well-established byproducts
of being multilingual, have recently started to face challenges.
A growing body of recent studies has claimed that such advan-
tages are not replicable, reporting no differences in executive
functions between monolinguals and multilinguals (20–23).
Paap et al. (24), for example, questioned the multilingual bene-
fit on cognitive control skills and discussed that previously
reported studies are likely to be biased by uncontrolled con-
founding factors such as unmatched demographic factors,
socioeconomic status (SES), or small sample size. Replication
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failures brought about a debate on the existence of such multi-
lingual benefits across the human lifespan, including children
(21, 22, 25), adults (20, 26, 27), and elders (28, 29). However,
the debate regarding multilingualism and its association with
executive function has arisen from studies with greater variabil-
ity in multilingual factors, such as age of the second-language
acquisition, proficiency of the second language, and the extent
of using an additional language on a daily basis (30).

Throughout the human lifespan, the early stage of life plays
a pivotal role in language learning and cognitive development
(31, 32). The importance of experience and development in this
period is not limited to the dynamic phase but has lifelong
impacts on health and behavior (33, 34). Therefore, evidence
on multilingualism and its relationship with executive functions
in children should be accumulated to better understand the
lifespan trajectory of multilingualism and executive control.

Moreover, to comprehend the multilingual impact on cogni-
tive functions, we need to understand the brain mechanisms
that underlie the behavioral and cognitive advantages reported
for multilinguals. Previous studies have reported multilingual-
ism’s effect on brain structure, mainly in the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, left caudate nucleus, and anterior cingulate
cortex, the brain regions that play a role in both linguistic and
nonlinguistic cognitive control (refer to refs. 35 and 36 for
review). Compared to monolinguals, multilinguals show differ-
ent functional connectivity patterns between these regions (37).
However, examining the whole brain rather than limited
regions would give a better understanding on multilingualism’s
effect on executive functions considering that using languages
encompasses a variety of cognitive functions. It has been sug-
gested in general that studying the whole brain could lead to a
better understanding of our brain and behavior (38).

A whole-brain functional connectivity, the degree to which
brain activities in distinct neural regions are correlated with each
other over time, is a reliable measurement that allows research-
ers to observe how brain regions are engaged in certain cognitive
processes (39). The whole-brain functional connectivity pattern,
or functional connectome, can be obtained either during task
performance (task connectome) or at rest without any explicit
tasks (rest connectome). While the task connectome can high-
light brain networks engaging in a specific task, the rest connec-
tome shows the brain’s intrinsic networks, including the default
mode network. The functional connectome is unique to each
person and can predict people’s personal traits, including fluid
intelligence (40, 41), attention (42–44), memory (45, 46), lan-
guage (47), and personality (48, 49).

Is whole-brain functional connectivity shaped by multilingual
experience in children? Can we tell whether a child is monolin-
gual or multilingual by only looking at the brain’s functional
connectome? Here, we ask whether the whole-brain connec-
tome reflects multilingualism in children and to what extent
their cognitive abilities are embedded in the brain. To this end,
we start by comparing the behavioral performances of the two
cognitive domains, attention and working memory, between
multilingual and monolingual groups of children. We analyze a
large sample of more than 1,000 children aged between 9 and
10 from the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD)
Study, which provides a large and representative sample of the
adolescent population with more than 10,000 children from 21
different study sites (50). A result obtained from this large-
scale data could add statistically reliable evidence on whether
speaking more than one language affects attention and
working-memory functions. Next, we investigate whether the
two groups have distinct whole-brain functional connectomes
that distinguish multilinguals from monolinguals during task
performance and at rest. We attempt to classify the two groups
using only functional connectomes by means of a support vec-
tor machine (SVM). This can inform us whether each group

has its own representative connectivity patterns that robustly
distinguish one from the other, implying that multilingualism
significantly alters the brain’s functional connectome. Further-
more, we directly compare the two groups’ connectomes to
investigate whether different edges are engaged in each group
during task performance and at rest. Lastly, as another feature
of this study, we attempt to predict the behavioral performance
of individual participants in the multilingual and monolingual
groups using connectome-based predictive modeling (CPM).
This modeling can predict an unseen individual’s behavior from
their functional brain connectivity based on the model-defined
associations between behavior and brain connectivity. In sum,
we provide a comprehensive study of multilingualism’s effects
on behavior, brain, and their associations in the adolescent
stage.

Results
Demographic Characteristics. Demographics of participants are
shown in Table 1. There was no significant difference of demo-
graphic and SES status between the monolingual and multilin-
gual groups in behavioral and functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) analyses after correcting for multiple compari-
sons. We also confirmed that demographic and SES factors of
children analyzed in the fMRI analysis do not differ from the
ones in the behavioral analysis (SI Appendix, Table S3).

Behavioral Results. Among six different working-memory tasks,
the multilingual group performed better on the Rey Auditory
Verbal Learning Task (RAVLT) short-delay (t(1,073) = 2.71, P
= 0.02 corrected), RAVLT long-delay (t(1,073) = 2.48, P = 0.04
corrected), and recognition task (t(1,073) = 2.80, P = 0.02 cor-
rected). No differences were found in the list-sorting working-
memory task (t(1,073)) = 1.82, P > 0.05 corrected), the picture
sequence memory task (t(1,073)) = 1.63, P > 0.05 corrected),
and the emotional n-back task (t(1,073) = 1.86, P > 0.05 cor-
rected). The flanker task and stop-signal task were used to
assess attention control of monolinguals and multilinguals. We
found no significant differences between the two groups in the
performance of both tasks (flanker task: t(1,073) = 0.36, P >
0.05 corrected; stop-signal task: t(1,073) = �0.86, P > 0.05 cor-
rected). Performance for each task is depicted in Fig. 1. Results
of comparing the groups after controlling for demographic and
SES factors remained the same as the main results (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1).

fMRI Results.
Classification results.We trained an SVM model classifying indi-
viduals as multilinguals or monolinguals in a ninefold training
group and validated the model with the held-out testing group.
Each fold was iteratively used as a testing set in 10-fold cross-
validation (CV), and this 10-fold CV was repeated 1,000 times
by randomly assigning subjects into ten folds.

The SVM model successfully classified multilinguals and
monolinguals with accuracies of 80.69% and 81.31% using rest-
ing and emotional n-back task functional connectome, respec-
tively. The model trained with the stop-signal task connectome
failed to classify the two groups with an accuracy of 50.39%,
which was below chance (68.96%) (Fig. 2). Since the monolin-
gual group has twice as many children as the multilingual group
and could bias the classification result, we ran an additional
SVM analysis after matching the number of children in each
group. When trained with a matched number of subjects in
each group, our SVM successfully classified the two groups
with accuracies of 70.19% and 70.72% using resting and emo-
tional n-back task, respectively, which are significantly better
than chance (50%). The model trained with the stop-signal task
connectome failed to classify the two groups, with an accuracy
of 51.06% (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
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Functional connectome comparison. We compared the func-
tional connectomes between the multilingual and monolin-
gual groups. All 35,778 edges were compared between the
groups, and the 268 nodes were clustered into 10 regions to
see differences on a macroscale level. In the resting state,
the multilingual group showed a significantly stronger con-
nection between the left occipital lobe and prefrontal cortex
but had a weaker connection between bilateral occipital
lobes compared to the monolingual group after a
permutation-based correction (iterations = 1,000). The
functional connectome during the emotional n-back task
also showed significant differences between the groups.
While edges between the left occipital lobe and right sub-
cortical area were stronger in the multilingual group, the
connections within the right occipital lobe showed weaker
connections compared to the monolingual group. In the
stop-signal task, no edges were found to be significantly dif-
ferent between the two groups. The numbers of edges of
which strength was significantly different between groups
were 2,392 (Multi > Mono) and 4,624 (Mono > Multi) for
resting and 3,498 (Multi > Mono) and 5,791 (Mono >
Multi) for emotional n-back (a total 35,778 edges in the
whole brain). We extracted the top 50 edges that showed
the strongest differences in connections for each task and
visualized them for clarity (Fig. 3). We also divided the 268
brain nodes into 10 canonical networks for concise visuali-
zation of edge difference between the groups (medial fron-
tal, frontoparietal, default mode, motor, visual I, visual II,
visual associations, salience, subcortical, and cerebellum)
(40) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).

Brain–behavior relationship. To characterize the relationship
between the behavioral performance and functional connec-
tome of the two groups, we applied CPM to both task fMRI
data, emotional n-back and stop-signal tasks. In the multilin-
gual group, model-predicted emotional n-back scores signifi-
cantly correlated with observed emotional n-back task scores
(median r = 0.30, P = 0.012 corrected), suggesting that multi-
linguals show a reliable relationship between brain and
behavior. The monolingual group, however, did not show any
significant correlation between observed and predicted emo-
tional n-back scores (median r = 0.17, P = 0.06 corrected;
Fig. 4). Furthermore, when we directly compared behavior
prediction in the monolingual and multilingual groups, the
prediction performance of the multilingual group was statis-
tically better than that of the monolingual group. In the
stop-signal task CPM, there was no significant correlation
between observed and predicted scores in both groups nor
group difference in prediction performance (Fig. 4).

We further asked whether we could see a brain–behavior
relationship between the behavioral performance of different
tasks within the same cognitive domain (e.g., predict flanker
task score using the stop-signal task connectome) and across
different cognitive domains (e.g., predict flanker task using
emotional n-back connectome) with functional connectome.
Because many of these behaviors were measured outside of the
scanner, we analyzed rest scan data in addition to task scan
data for these CPMs. Accordingly, as a post hoc analysis, we
constructed CPMs for every possible combination of imaging
and behavioral data, including rest fMRI and fluid intelligence
score. This resulted in a total of 25 CPMs per group, every
combination of the nine task scores (two attention, six working
memory, and fluid intelligence performance) and three fMRI
scans (rest, attention, and working memory) except the two
CPMs in the main analysis (predicting task performance from
their task scans). However, we did not find any significant rela-
tionship in any combination after correcting for multiple com-
parisons (SI Appendix, Table S4).

Discussion
Using more than one language requires the engagement of
executive functions that use the entire brain. However, it is still
largely unknown whether the multilingual experience modu-
lates the brain as a whole. Does using different languages in
childhood bring changes in how the whole brain interacts with
each? Do multilingual children have a unique functional brain
connectivity pattern that distinguishes them from monolingual
children? Here, by analyzing data from the large-scale ABCD
Study, we investigated whether multilingual and monolingual
children show differences in attention and working-memory
functions, whole-brain functional connectivity, and the relation-
ship between this performance and functional connectivity.

Multilingualism Enhances Working-Memory Function. In this study,
we assessed working-memory function in monolingual and mul-
tilingual children by analyzing six behavioral tasks tested in the
ABCD dataset. Each task measures different aspects of
working-memory function, including episodic working memory,
visuospatial working memory, recognition memory, verbal
working memory, and nonverbal working memory. We found
that multilingual children showed significantly better perfor-
mance than their monolingual counterparts in the RAVLT
short-delay, RAVLT long-delay, and recognition tasks, which
measure short- and long-term auditory verbal-memory and
recognition-memory abilities, respectively.

Previous studies have reported inconsistent findings on working-
memory differences between monolingual and multilingual children

Table 1. Demographics of participants included in behavioral and fMRI analyses

Behavior analyses fMRI analyses

Mono Multi p Mono Multi p

Number of subjects 734 341 231 104
Sex 366 females 167 females 0.79 105 females 50 females 0.66
Age (month) 199.8 ± 7.5 120.3 ± 7.2 0.15 120.1 ± 7.7 121.0 ± 6.6 0.28
Fluid intelligence 10.6 ± 2.7 10.6 ± 2.8 0.34 10.5 ± 2.7 10.7 ± 2.7 0.38
English vocabulary 87.4 ± 7.4 89.9 ± 7.5 0.17 87.4 ± 7.5 89.1 ± 8.3 0.06
Parent education 17.2 ± 1.9 17.5 ± 2.0 0.03 17.1 ± 1.9 17.5 ± 1.9 0.06
Household marriage status* 1.7 ± 1.4 1.6 ± 1.9 0.07 1.6 ± 1.4 1.7 ± 1.5 0.90
Total family income† 7.7 ± 2.3 7.8 ± 2.3 0.95 7.7 ± 2.5 7.7 ± 2.6 0.63

Uncorrected P values are shown in the table. All demographic and SES are not significantly different between the two groups after correcting for
multiple comparisons.
*Household marriage status: 1 (married); 2 (widowed); 3 (divorced); 4 (separated); 5 (never married); 6 (living with partner); and 7 (refused to answer).
†Total family income: 1 (less than $5 K); 2 ($5 K to 19.9 K); 3 ($12 K to 15.9 K); 4 ($16 K to 24.9 K); 5 ($25 K to 34.9 K); 6 ($35 K to 49.9 K); 7 ($50 K to 74.9
K); 8 ($75 K to 99.9 K); 9 ($100 K to 199.9 K); 10 ($200 K and greater); and 0 (didn’t know or refused to answer).
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(5, 14, 51, 52). The conflicting results may be due to the fact that
those studies have employed different behavioral tasks and meas-
ures to assess working-memory function. For example, while
Janus and Bialystok (5) found a multilingual advantage in
working-memory function using emotional n-back task, Engel de
Abreu (51) did not find any differences when digit recall tasks
were used. The ABCD Study allows for a more systematic inves-
tigation with six behavioral tasks covering a diverse range of
working-memory functions. We observed a general tendency of
better performance in multilingual children across all six tasks.
Overall, our results suggest that multilingual children at ages
9 and 10 have better working-memory capacities than their
monolingual counterparts.

We analyzed the performance of two tasks, stop-signal task
and flanker task, to assess attention control between the multi-
lingual and monolingual groups but did not find any significant
differences (Fig. 1). The absence of the multilingual advantage
in the attention domain replicates previous works with the
same tasks and similar-aged children as subjects (22, 53–55).
For example, Ant�on et al. (53) tested attention function of 180
monolingual and 180 multilingual children using the Atten-
tional Network Test, a task that combines the flanker task and
cueing task (56), and reported no evidence of a multilingual
attention advantage.

The literature shows mixed behavioral results on multilin-
gualism’s effect on executive function (refer to ref. 52 for

Fig. 1. Behavior performance of the monolingual and multilingual groups in attention and working-memory tasks. Among six working-memory tasks,
the multilingual group (red) showed significantly better performance in three tasks, the RAVLT short-delay and long-delay and the recognition task, than
the monolingual group (blue). No differences were found in the list-sorting working memory task, picture sequence task, emotional n-back task (working
memory domain), flanker task, and stop-signal task (attention domain). Error bars represent the 95% CI. The histogram shows a distribution of the null t
statistics across 1,000 permutations to which we compared the observed difference (red dotted line) for significance testing (*P < 0.05, corrected; P corr:
p value corrected for eight tests; and P uncorr: uncorrected P value for each task).
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review). Although the multilingual children in this study
showed significantly better performance in only three out of
eight tasks, it is worth noting that none of the tasks were favor-
able to monolinguals. This consistent tendency obtained from a
large sample size suggests that our findings of multilinguals’
better task performances are unlikely due to a Type I Error,
which has been argued as a potential cause of better executive
functioning in multilinguals (24). This supports reliable effects
of multilingualism on executive functions in 9- and 10-y-old
children, but further studies should be conducted to investigate
under what circumstance such effects will occur and not occur.
Also, it is important to note that although we classified each
task into conventional preexisting categories (i.e., attention and
working memory) to connect them to these broad umbrella
concepts, each task does not correspond to a specific, one-to-
one cognitive process but rather requires a mixture of multiple
processes. For example, the stop-signal task also measures
response inhibition while the flanker task measures conflict res-
olution. A better understanding of how multilingual experience
affects executive function should avoid a strict categorization of
tasks as reflecting specific cognitive processes (57, 58).

Multilinguals Have Distinct Functional Connectome during Working-
Memory Task and at Rest. In addition to behavioral differences
in working-memory function, we examined whether different
language experience alters the brain’s functional connections,

resulting in distinct patterns of functional connectome between
monolinguals and multilinguals. By training a simple SVM
model, we were able to classify the two groups using only their
resting-state functional connectome. This implies that the mul-
tilingual experience reliably modulates and is reflected in the
intrinsic functional connectome at the developmental period.
Considering that the children are 9 and 10 y old, it is interesting
that even such a short language experience causes a difference
in functional connectome and makes it representative of
each group.

Functional connectome observed during working-memory
task performance could also successfully classify the two groups.
Although the group difference in the emotional n-back task per-
formance became insignificant after correcting for multiple
comparisons, the difference was significant before the correc-
tion. Moreover, we observed that the emotional n-back task per-
formance correlates with all of the other working-memory tasks
(SI Appendix, Table S5). Given these findings, we may hypothe-
size that various working-memory functions modulated func-
tional connectome altogether to make the multilingual group
distinguishable from the monolingual group. In contrast, the
classification rate using functional connectome while performing
an attention task was only at chance level, suggesting that
monolinguals and multilinguals have indistinguishable func-
tional connectivity patterns when performing an attention task.
Although it is difficult to draw conclusions from this null result,

Fig. 2. Classification accuracy rate using an SVM with 10-fold CV. Darker boxes represent observed distributions of each task from 1,000 iterations of
10-fold validation, and lighter boxes indicate null distributions from 1,000 permutations. On each box, the horizontal black line denotes the median, and
box edges extend from the 25th to the 75th percentile of each task’s distribution. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered
outliers, and the outliers are plotted using red crosses. The histogram above each task shows the model performances across the observed (darker bars)
and null distribution (lighter bars) (***P < 0.001 based on 1,000 permutations).
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it is interesting that functional connectivity patterns of both groups
become less distinct when performing an attention task compared
to when performing a working-memory task and at rest.

Multilingualism Affects Intrinsic Rest Connectivity of Prefrontal
Cortex and Working-Memory Task–Related Connectivity of Subcor-
tical Area. Stronger connections between the prefrontal and
occipital brain regions in the multilingual brain at rest suggests
increased involvement of the brain areas responsible for execu-
tive function and those for language preprocessing and/or com-
munication between them. The prefrontal cortex is known to
play a critical role in orchestrating complex cognitive functions,
including working memory and attention control (refer to ref.
59 for review), and the occipital lobe is primarily responsible
for visuospatial processing but is also engaged in language
processing (60). Multilinguals are more exposed to different
orthography and phonology than monolinguals in their daily
life, and executive functions may help regulate the additional
demands on linguistic processing. Hence, it is plausible that
multilinguals have a stronger connection between the executive
function regions that is even reflected in the brain at rest. Previ-
ous literature reported that multilinguals have more bilateral
activation than monolinguals, especially in the cingulate cortex
and corpus callosum, for both children and adults (61, 62). A
recent study comparing whole-brain resting functional connec-
tivity, however, reported stronger connectivity in the bilateral
occipital cortex in monolinguals than multilinguals (63). Our
monolingual group result, also showing stronger connectivity
within the occipital regions, is in line with Fan et al. (63), but
the discrepancy with other studies showing more bilateral
engagement in multilinguals might be due to differences
between activation and connectivity measures, different meth-
ods of calculating functional connectivity, different brain
atlases, or different age groups.

During the emotional n-back task, multilinguals showed
stronger connections between the left occipital lobe and the
right subcortical area but weaker connections within the right
occipital lobe than monolinguals. The subcortical regions are
known to be engaged in syntax and verbal working memory

(64–66), and the occipital areas play a role in visuospatial proc-
essing as mentioned above. Grundy et al. (67) proposed a bilin-
gual anterior-to-posterior and subcortical shift (BAPSS) model
that argues that multilinguals recruit more subcortical regions
than monolinguals as their second-language proficiency
increases, especially when they are performing nonverbal exec-
utive tasks. The emotional n-back task that we analyzed in this
study taps nonverbal working memory, and the stronger con-
nectivity between the subcortical area and occipital lobe in the
multilingual group is in line with the BAPSS model. It is inter-
esting that such connections show significant differences
between the language groups, given the nonsignificant differ-
ence in behavior performance. Coinciding with behavioral
results in this study, functional connectivity while performing
the stop-signal task did not show any difference between the
groups (Fig. 3). However, it is worth reminding that functional
connectivity at rest showed significant differences. Thus, it
might be possible that monolinguals and multilinguals experi-
ence different functional connectome reconfigurations from the
resting state to an attention task state, and future studies could
uncover this intriguing possibility.

Multilinguals Show a Reliable Brain–Behavior Relationship in
Working-Memory Function. Previous studies examined the effect
of multilingualism on behavior performance or within an a
priori set of brain regions/networks. However, how the multilin-
gual experience changes the extent to which behavior is
reflected in the functional connectome is still largely unknown.
We adopted the CPM procedure to establish and validate a
brain–behavior relationship at the level of the individual. CPMs
trained on multilinguals’ emotional n-back working-memory
task connectome successfully predicted the task performance of
previously unseen multilinguals. On the contrary, CPMs trained
with the monolingual group could not predict the unseen child-
ren’s task performance. The contrast in CPM prediction
between groups suggests that the multilinguals’ working-
memory connectome reflects their behavior, while the monolin-
guals’ connectome does not convey behaviorally relevant
information that can be extracted by a simple linear approach.

Previous studies have reported that attention and working
memory can be predicted using resting and task connectivity in
an adult group and even in neurodegenerative disease patients
(43–45, 68). Avery et al. (45) used CPM and showed that func-
tional connectivity while performing the n-back working-
memory task can predict performance in healthy adults.
Another work attempted to predict list-sorting working-mem-
ory performance using resting-state connectivity with different
age-range groups, including a children group of ages 6 through
10 (68). The study reported that CPMs trained with the chil-
dren group did not predict working-memory performance,
while CPMs trained on the adult group showed accurate pre-
dictions. Along with these previous findings, our results of suc-
cessful prediction of the working-memory task behavior only in
multilingual children, but not in monolingual children, suggests
a possibility that the multilingual experience accelerates
brain development, resulting in multilingual children having a
more adult-like, matured brain functional organization than
monolinguals.

Notably, for both behavior and brain connectivity, we
observed consistent differences in the working-memory domain
between multilingual and monolingual children. To assess
working-memory function in the brain, we used emotional
n-back task fMRI data, which engages working-memory and
emotion-regulation processes. A previous study provided
evidence that frontoparietal activity reflects working-memory
performance and that activation in this region is specific to
working memory (69). Although we cannot completely disen-
tangle emotion processing from working-memory function,

Fig. 3. Circle plots organized into macroscale regions showing differences
in whole-brain functional connectome in two states: rest and emotional
n-back (working memory). The result of the stop-signal task (attention) is
not shown here, because monolinguals and multilinguals did not show
any differences. In each circle plot, the left half of the circle shows regions
in the left hemisphere, and the right half shows regions in the right hemi-
sphere. The Top row depicts edges that are significantly stronger in the
multilingual group, and the Bottom row shows edges that are significantly
stronger in the monolingual group for each fMRI data (P < 0.001, cor-
rected using permutation). For clarity, the top 50 edges that show the
strongest differences in connections between monolinguals and multilin-
guals are presented in the circle plots.
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given our findings that multilinguals showed stronger functional
connections between the frontoparietal region and other
networks (SI Appendix, Fig. S3) instead of engagement of the
subcortical network that are known to work with emotional
processing (refer to ref. 70 for review), we cautiously suggest
that working-memory function rather than emotional regula-
tion is the component that shows the difference between mono-
lingual and multilingual children. Our fMRI results might not
generalize to different working-memory tasks, because we only
studied emotional n-back task functional connectivity. That is,
we observed that the multilingual language experience changes
brain connectivity while performing the emotional n-back task,
and whether it holds to a working-memory task in general
should be further examined.

In this study, we analyzed a large group of children with an
age range of 9 to 10. Given that the developmental stage is a

critical period undergoing massive behavioral and neuronal
changes, the narrow age range allows us to capture monolin-
gual and multilingual children’s representative behavior and
neuronal features at the very precise time of the developmental
stage, which is a great benefit of our study. However, our
results should not be generalized to all children at the develop-
mental stage, and further longitudinal studies are needed to
better understand how multilingualism shapes executive func-
tions and the brain over time. In addition, we used a simple
definition of “multilingual,” by binary-dividing children based
on self-reporting, although we paid extra care by combining
surveys from both child and their parents. The definition of
“multilingual” is known to affect findings in multilingual stud-
ies; therefore, if the definition changes, different results may
emerge (71). Moreover, we did not take important factors
in multilingualism study, such as the age of acquisition,

Fig. 4. CPM performance with 10-fold CV. The Left column shows the CPM performance in the emotional n-back task, and the Right column shows the
model performance in the stop-signal task. The first row presents CPM performance of the monolingual group, and the second row presents results of
the multilingual group for each task. The scatter plots show the relationship between observed and predicted task scores. The histograms show the model
performance across 1,000 iterations of the observed and null model performance. In each histogram, dark gray bars indicate a distribution of the null
model performance from 1,000 permutation, and colored bars indicate a distribution of the observed model performance from 1,000 repetitions (blue:
monolingual, red: multilingual). The red dashed line indicates the median value of the observed distribution, and the shaded area shows a range of non-
significance after correcting for multiple comparisons. That is, the model prediction is considered successful if the red dashed line is located outside of
the shaded area. The last row represents observed model performance of the monolingual and multilingual groups across 1,000 iterations. The monolin-
gual group’s distribution is represented in blue, and the multilingual group’s distribution is represented in red. The red dashed line indicates the median
value of the group with the higher r distribution, and the shaded area shows a range of nonsignificance after Bonferroni corrections for multiple compar-
isons (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 based on 1,000 permutations).
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proficiency of the second language, and the extent of using an
additional language on a daily basis into account due to insuffi-
cient data (72). However, children in the current study are
likely early multilinguals, considering their narrow and young
age.

Here, we explored whether a multilingual language experi-
ence affects cognitive abilities, whole-brain functional connec-
tivity, and their association. Our observations suggest that the
multilingual experience benefits executive function in children
and also induces a reliable modulation in the whole-brain func-
tional connectome.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Weused data from the ABCD Study. The ABCD Study is a longitu-
dinal and multi-sited study of brain development and physical and mental
health of adolescents that releases curated data annually (50, 73). In this study,
we used baseline, year-one behavioral, demographic, and imaging data from
the curated annual release 2.0 (children at ages 9 through 10, n = 11,875). We
excluded children who showed signs of hydrocephalus or brain herniation or
had abnormal findings or abnormal anatomical variants of no clinical signifi-
cance in their MR findings (n = 11,228). We also excluded children diagnosed
with neurological disorders, including cerebral palsy, tumor, stroke, brain
aneurysm, brain hemorrhage, subdural hematoma, schizophrenia, autism
spectrum disorder, intellectual disability, or other reported psychological con-
ditions or concerns. Based on the ABCD Parent Medical History Questionnaire,
we further excluded children with a history of epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, and
sickle cell anemia (n = 10,728).

We divided children into monolingual and multilingual groups based on
the self-report language history survey (ABCD Youth Acculturation Survey
Modified from Phen X) (74) and parent demographics survey (ABCD Longitu-
dinal Parent Demographics Survey). In this study, the term “multilingual” is
defined as any children who speak or understand any language in addition to
their native language, English. We chose this definition because the survey
does not include a question that asks how many languages a child under-
stands; thus, we could not determine whether a child is a bilingual who speaks
and understands only two languages or which children speak and understand
three or more languages. Children were asked to answer the question,
“Besides English, do you speak or understand another language or dialect?”
For children who answered “no” to this question, we further used answers
from their parents provided by the ABCD dataset to confirm their native lan-
guage. Parents were asked “What is your child's native language?” and only
children whose parents answered “English” to this question were included in
the monolingual group and used in our analyses. In other words, the first
language of all monolingual children was limited to English to minimize the
heterogeneity in language history between monolingual and multilingual
children (n = 3,064). Language typology, classification of languages according
to their structural similarities, is a possible confounding factor that can lead to
engagement of different executive functions when acquiring or processing
additional languages (75), and restricting children’s first language allows us to
lessen language typology effects. The monolingual group included children
who reported English as their native language and rated their English profi-
ciency at the excellent level. Parents also verified that English was their child-
ren’s native language. The monolingual children and their parents reported
that the children did not understand nor spoke a language other than English.
The multilingual group included children who reported their first language as
English, rated their English proficiency at the excellent level, and had their
parents confirm English as their children’s native language. In addition, the
multilingual children and their parents reported that the children could
understand or spoke other languages. Among the children classified as multi-
linguals, children who reported that they spoke or understood American Sign
Language (different modality) or Native American English (dialects of English
spoken by American Indians and Alaska Natives) as their second language
were excluded. Since information on the age of second-language acquisition
or fluency of the second language was not available from the dataset, we did
not take these variations into account for the analyses.

As handedness is highly associated with hemispheric language dominance
(76), we included only right-handed children from both the monolingual and
multilingual groups (n = 2,405). To avoid confounds introduced by family
structure, we used only one child per family by selecting the first child after
sorting their National Database for Autism Research Global Unique Identifiers
in alphabetical order (n = 1,967). We included subjects who had all task scores
available and acceptable, including the RAVLT short-delay and long-delay,
flanker task, stop-signal task, list-sorting memory task, picture sequence

working-memory task, emotional n-back task, recognition task, picture vocab-
ulary test, andmatrix reasoning (n = 1,124). Children with a behavioral perfor-
mance lower or higher than 3 SDs from the total groupmean in any task were
excluded as outliers (n = 1,076). To take SES into consideration that may affect
cognitive abilities in children (77), we excluded children with missing SES fac-
tors, including annual household income, parents’marital status, and parents’
highest education level. For parents’ education, we averaged the number of
years of the two parents’ education if both were reported, or we used the
number of years from one parent if only one parent’s education level was
available. The detailed information on each SES factor is presented in SI
Appendix, Table S1. The final subject pool consisted of 1,075 children, includ-
ing 734monolinguals and 341multilinguals.

To investigate whether multilingualism improves executive functions, we
focused on the two cognitive domains of attention and working memory. We
analyzed behavioral performance from eight behavioral tasks: six out-of-scan-
ner and two in-scanner tasks (50, 73). Attention control was assessed with the
stop-signal task (in-scanner) and the NIH Toolbox flanker task scores.
Working-memory functioning was assessed with the emotional n-back (in-
scanner), recognition task, RAVLT short-delay, RAVLT long-delay, the NIH
Toolbox list-sorting working-memory task, and the NIH Toolbox picture
sequencememory test performances.
Attention. The NIH Toolbox flanker task. The flanker task measures
attention and inhibition as well as a conflict-monitoring response (50, 78). In
each trial, children are presented with a string of five arrows. The two left and
two right arrows are flankers, and the middle arrow is the target arrow that
children are instructed to pay attention and respond to. In the congruent
condition, the four flankers and the target arrow are pointing to the same
direction (left or right), and in the incongruent condition, the flankers and
the target arrow point in opposite directions. Performance is measured by
accuracy and reaction time.

Stop-signal task. The stop-signal task (79) measures impulsivity as well as
impulse control and inhibition (73). In this task, children see an arrow either
pointing to the left or to the right on the screen. They are instructed to indi-
cate which direction the arrow is pointing by pressing a button. This task
includes two conditions. At the beginning of each trial, children see a leftward
or rightward pointing arrow. If the arrow is followed by the up-right arrow
(“Stop Signal”), children have to withhold their response, which is the “Stop”
condition. This condition occurs for 16.67% of the total trial. If the arrow is
not followed by a “Stop” arrow, then the children are instructed to make a
response by pressing a button. This is the “Go” condition, which comprises a
great portion of the total trial. The stop-signal task was collected during fMRI
scanning, and it consisted of two runs, with each run containing 180 trials. Per-
formance is measured by mean stop-signal reaction time.
Working memory. Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test—short delay
and long delay. The RAVLT measures auditory learning and memory (50,
80). Children listen to a list of 15 unrelated words five times followed by 15 dis-
tractor words. Children are asked to recall as many words as possible from the
second list. Then, they are asked to recall as many words as possible from the
first list (short delay). To test long-term retention, children are asked again to
recall the words from the first list with a 30-min delay (long delay). The number
of correctly recalled words on the short- and long-delay tests aremeasured.

The NIH Toolbox list-sorting memory task. The list-sorting memory
task measures working memory (50, 81). Children are shown a series of pic-
tures of animals or foods of different sizes. In the first trial, children are shown
two animals and asked to repeat them back in the order of size, small to large.
Depending on the children’s performance, the number of items increases up
to seven items. After the single-item test, they are shown animal and food
items interleaved with each other. They are first asked to repeat the list of ani-
mal items back in order from smallest to largest and then asked to repeat the
food items in order of size. The task starts with two items and increases up to
seven items depending on the children’s performance. The performance is
measured by the number of correct responses.

The NIH Toolbox picture sequence working-memory task. The pic-
ture sequenceworking-memory task measures episodic working memory (82).
Children are presented 15 pictures of sequential events or activities and asked
to reproduce the events in the same order they were presented. The perfor-
mance is measured by accuracy of the cumulative number of neighboring pic-
ture pairs that are correctly answered over three learning trials.

Emotional n-back task. The emotional n-back task measures working
memory and emotional regulation processes (73). The task consists of two
runs of eight blocks each: four 0-back and four 2-back conditions. In the
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0-back condition, children are asked to press a “match” button whenever the
current image matches a target image that is shown at the beginning of the
trial. Children are asked to press a “no match” button if the current image
does not match with the target image. In the 2-back condition, children are
instructed to press a “match” button when the current image is the image
that they saw two images before, and “no match” otherwise. Performance is
assessed with mean accuracy rate of 0-back and 2-back conditions. The n-back
task was collected during fMRI scanning.

Recognition task. The recognition task is done using the stimuli presented
in the emotional n-back task, and it measures short-term memory processes
(73, 83). In this task, children see 96 images, 48 new and 48 old images, that
are presented in the emotional n-back task in the scanner, and they are asked
to classify whether the image is “old” or “new.” Mean sensitivity (d’) is used
for performance score.

Behavioral Analysis. Since SES may affect cognitive abilities in adolescents, we
confirmed that the monolingual and multilingual groups did not differ in
major elements of SES, annual household income, parents’marital status, and
parents’ education level (Table 1). As all three SES factors did not differ
between the groups, we performed a two-sample t test to compare the
behavioral performance of the monolingual and multilingual groups. To
determine the statistical significance of the difference, we used a nonpara-
metric permutation test. We randomly shuffled behavior scores across the
groups, separated the shuffled scores into two groups according to the differ-
ent numbers of subjects in each group, and ran a two-sample t test to obtain a
null t-value in each permutation. We repeated this procedure 1,000 times and
compared the observed t-value to a null distribution from 1,000 permutations.
Family-wise error (FWE) for multiple comparisons was controlled using maxi-
mal statistic during the permutation test (84). The maximum null t-value was
selected in each iteration, and the resulting 1,000 maximum null t-values were
compared to the observed t-value. The FWE-corrected significance of the
observed t-value was calculated using the following equation: p(t) = ((the
number of null max t-values > the observed t-value)+ 1)/1,001.

To ensure that demographic and SES factors do not confound this analysis,
an additional analysis was carried out after regressing out these variables
from each behavioral performance. We compared residuals from the multiple
linear regression using a two-sample t test. A significance test and FWE correc-
tionwere performed using the same procedure as stated above. All behavioral
analyses were performed inMATLAB R2018a.

fMRI Analysis.
MRI parameters, preprocessing, and quality control. For fMRI analysis, we fur-
ther selected subjects who had an anatomical image and at least one usable run
for each fMRI data, including resting-state, emotional n-back, and stop-signal
tasks among the 1,075 children used in the behavioral analysis. The ABCD MR
images were collected from three 3T scanners (Siemens, General Electric 750, and
Philips). Here, we used images acquired only from Siemens and General Electric
750 due to incorrect postprocessing of the fMRI data obtained on the Phillips scan-
ner at the time of analysis (n = 938). We additionally excluded children with
images that failed to pass image quality control and rated moderate or severe in
motion score determinedwith the curated data release 2.0 (n= 760).

We obtained minimally processed high-resolution anatomic scans, four
resting-state fMRI runs, and two task fMRI runs for each of the stop-signal
task and emotional n-back task from the ABCD Study. Functional images were
collected with the following parameters: TR= 800 ms, TE = 30 ms, Flip angle =
52 degrees, FOV = 216 × 216, voxel size = 2.4 mm3, multiband slice accelera-
tion factor = 6, and 60 slices acquired in the axial plane. Detailed image acqui-
sition parameters can be found in the previous studies (73, 85).

The minimally processed fMRI images were additionally processed using
AFNI (86) and MATLAB R2018a. The processing procedure included the follow-
ing steps: Removing the first 10 volumes; censoring of volumes in which more
than 10% of voxels were outliers; censoring of volumes for which the Euclidean
norm of the head motion parameter derivatives were greater than 0.2 mm;
despiking; slice-time correction; motion correction; regression of mean signal
from the cerebrospinal fluid, white matter, and whole brain, and 24 motion
parameters. FMRI images were then aligned to T1 and normalized toMontreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space. All processed functional images were visu-
ally inspected for image quality control, and runs that had passed image qual-
ity control were included in the analyses. We excluded children who failed
visual quality control or had excessive head motion (>3-mm maximum head
displacement and >0.15-mm mean framewise displacement after censoring)
from the fMRI analyses. As a result, 335 children, including 231 monolinguals
and 104 multilinguals, were used in the fMRI analyses (Table 1). The detailed
information on each SES factor is presented in SI Appendix, Table S2.

Whole-brain functional connectivity matrix. The whole-brain functional
connectivity matrices were generated using a 268-node whole-brain atlas
(87). For each child, we averaged voxel-wise time-series signals for each node
and calculated Pearson’s correlation between every pair of the 268 nodes. The
pairwise correlation coefficients were then Fisher z-transformed, resulting in a
268 × 268 symmetrical, whole-brain, functional connectivity matrix for each
child and for each fMRI. The ABCD fMRI scan includes four runs of resting state
and two runs of each task fMRI. We calculated the connectivity matrices for
each run separately and averaged them across all runs to make one matrix for
each rest and task fMRI. For those who did not have full runs or had runs that
failed in quality control, we constructed the connectivity matrices of the avail-
able runs and averaged them to make one connectivity matrix for each fMRI
data. As a result, every individual had three connectivity matrices: resting-
state, stop-signal, and emotional n-back.

To cope with head motion artifacts in the fMRI analyses, we regressed
mean frame-to-frame displacement out from the functional connectivity of
each fMRI scan (resting-state, emotional n-back, and stop-signal task) using a
linear regression. The residuals of this regression were then used as functional
connectivity matrices in the fMRI analyses.
Connectome-based classification. We investigated whether multilingualism
modulates the whole-brain connectome in a consistent way. If we can distin-
guish the two groups using only the whole-brain connectome, we can con-
clude that the brain’s functional organization embodies multilingualism. We
used an SVM, a supervised machine-learning technique that is capable of
binary classification (88, 89), to classify children intomonolingual andmultilin-
gual groups based on their connectome. We applied 10-fold CV to train and
validate the SVMmodel. We held out onefold (10% of monolinguals and 10%
ofmultilinguals) for model validation and trained amodel with the remaining
nine folds (90% of monolinguals and 90% of multilinguals). In the training
set, we first defined a set of brain networks (principal components) by
employing principal component analysis. All computed principal component
scores of training individuals were used to train the SVM model. We used the
trained SVM to classify whether a child in the testing group is monolingual or
multilingual based on estimated principal component scores of the testing
sample. The scores of the testing samples were estimated by applying the prin-
cipal component coefficients of the training set to the testing samples’whole-
brain connectivity. Each of the 10 folds was iteratively used as a testing set.
The classification accuracy rate was calculated by averaging accuracies across
10 folds of each iteration. We repeated this classification procedure 1,000
times to estimate the distribution and reliable statistic for each fMRI data
(resting-state, emotional n-back, and stop-signal task).

An unbalanced number of subjects between groups in a training set can
cause a problem in classification analyses; that is, when one group has more
subjects than the other, the classifier could be biased to the larger group and
result in making a model favoring the larger group. We addressed this issue in
two ways. First, we applied weight for each observation proportional to each
class probability, which led to heavy penalties to the larger group (monolin-
guals) and less to the smaller group (multilinguals) when training the model
(90). A second approach was to randomly subsample from the larger group to
match the size of the smaller group.
Functional connectivity comparison between multilingual and monolingual
groups. We then examined whether the ability to use multiple languages
affects functional connectivity at rest or during task performance. The func-
tional connectivity matrices in each fMRI data were compared between
groups using a two-sample t test (two-tailed). The maximal statistic permuta-
tion procedure was used to assess the significance and correct for multiple
comparisons (iterations of 1,000).
Brain–behavior relationship. We further question whether the brain–behavior
relationship inmonolingual andmultilingual children differs. If we see diverging
relationship patterns from each group, this would suggest that multilingualism
modulates relationship between behavior and the functional connectome. Cor-
relation is a representative method to examine relationship between two varia-
bles. However, it is important to validate any findings from using correlation
analysis in out-of-sample data, demonstrating a reliability of in-sample findings
(91). For this purpose, a method that is capable of both revealing and cross-
validating a result would be useful. We thus employed CPM, which is a simple
yet strong data-driven protocol. This modeling approach develops computa-
tional models of brain–behavior relationships from functional connectivity (92).
Previous works show that CPM can predict individual differences in attention
(43, 44) and working memory (45) in adult groups. By using this method, we can
characterize and compare brain–behavior relationships of the two groups as
well as cross-validate results if our observations reliably extend to out-of-sample
data by predicting the testing samples’ behavior of interest based on associa-
tions defined in the training samples.
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We used individual task performances and fMRI data of the emotional
n-back and stop-signal tasks to construct the CPM for each task. We
applied 10-fold CV to train and validate the CPM. In a training set, we
selected edges that were significantly correlated with task performance
with a threshold of P < 0.01 (Pearson’s correlation), resulting in both posi-
tively and negatively correlated network masks. Connectivity edge
weights in each mask were averaged to generate positive and negative
network strengths for each child. A general linear model was then fitted
between task performance (dependent variable) and the two networks’
strengths (predictors). We applied the trained CPM to the testing group
to predict the testing group’s behavior scores. The same procedure was
done for each task (emotional n-back and stop-signal task) and repeated
1,000 times by randomly assigning subjects into 10 folds.

To assess the significance of the model’s performance, we performed 1,000
permutations of 10-fold CV in which subjects were shuffled within each
group, constructing a null distribution of the model performance. The signifi-
cance of the observed model performance was calculated by comparing the
median of the observed r values from 1,000 iterations of 10-fold divisions and
the null distribution using the following equation:

p rð Þ¼ thenumberof permutednull r>amedianof theobserved rð Þþ1ð Þ=1001:

We corrected for multiple hypothesis testing using Bonferroni correction.
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from the ABCD Study (https://abcdstudy.org), held in the National Institute of

Mental Health Data Archive (NDA). This is a multisite, longitudinal study
designed to recruit more than 10,000 children age 9 to 10 and follow them
over 10 y into early adulthood. A listing of participating sites and a complete
listing of the study investigators can be found at https://abcdstudy.org/
consortium_members/. The ABCD data repository grows and changes over
time. The ABCD data used in this report came from NDA DOI 10.15154/
1504041. ABCD consortium investigators designed and implemented the study
and/or provided data but did not necessarily participate in the analysis or writ-
ing of this report. This manuscript reflects the views of the authors and may
not reflect the opinions or views of the NIH or ABCD consortium investigators.
Scripts for data analyses are available for download from GitHub, https://
github.com/younghye87/Kwon_multilingualism.
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